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This clarification is intended to all interested tenderers, consolidating the queries 

Of all bidders for information of all.  

 

We would like to have certain changes / modification some clauses of General Terms & 

Conditions? 

 The General Terms & Conditions (GTCC) of the contract is binding documents and are non- 

negotiable, and it will be integral part of Contract. Except modifications in place of jurisdiction, 

no other changes are possible. Participation in tender will construed as the acceptance of our 

GTCC. 

 

 

(Task 1.3) Is there any preference of state? 

No. But priority will be given to those state managing a dynamic RPO portfolio using RPO 

portal. Final decision will be taken in consultation with GIZ, PEDA and MNRE.  

 

(Task 2) Is the state agency expected to procure and provide the E-mail, SMS gateway 

and bear the associated costs or is the consultant expected to procure the same? 

Final decision will be taken in consultation with PEDA. However, the bidder should provide the 

associated techno-commercial details in their technical proposal. The associated cost won’t 

be considered to assess financial bids 

  

(Task 2) Whether portal will be CMS based or will have few information pages with edit 

option from admin account? 

Final decision will be taken in consultation with PEDA. However, the bidder should assume 

CMS based design to calculated person-day, cost etc.  

 

(Deliverables D3) What will be the format of data? Whether any carry forward is 

applicable for surplus/deficit compliance to the next year. Who is responsible for what? 

There is a mistake in deliverables D3.2. The bidder is expected to carry out data entry since 

year 2011. PEDA will provide necessary data (mostly available in MS Excel format) and the 

consulting firm is expected to enter those data in desired format. PEDA will check correctness 

of randomly selected entered data. Rest operational decisions will be taken in consultation with 

PEDA.  

 

The responsibility of providing the old/previous year's data should be owned by the 

state entity and not the bidder. Please confirm. 

Answered above under question 4. 
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Relaxation in eligibility criteria, expert’s experience etc.? 

The requirements mentioned in eligibity and assessment grid cannot be relaxed. 

 

Who will bear the Cost of web hosting and security audit?  
PEDA will take care of both cost components. Bidder should NOT consider these costs in their 
financial bid. However, for effective and faster decision-making, bidder is expected to provide 
techno-commercial details in their technical proposal.  
 

Please provide the format of the technical bid and CV?  

Bidder is free to select any format except the length of the proposal (25 page) and CV (4 page 

each). Bidder is expected to present facts about all assessing parameters in a classified and 

reader friendly manner.  

 

(Deliverables D2) Is it necessary for the firm to share the source code?  

Yes, particularly for security audit. However, as a client of the product, bidder must share the 

code with PEDA, for future use, repair and maintenance at PEDA’s end. Bidder may share 

their terms & conditions, (e.g. fees for sharing source code, annual maintenance fees and any 

other hidden cost etc.), if any, in their technical proposal.  

It will help GIZ and PEDA to take a conscious decision, to assess merit of the bidder’s proposal. 

 

(Deliverables D2) Can there be Relaxation in “100% bug-free code”.  

The objective is to ensure trouble/bug-free usage of portal. However, the consulting firm needs 

to solve auditor’s query and incorporate their suggestion before closing this assignment.  

 

 

Are there any restrictions to utilize open source technologies for the portal development 

and database? If it is not possible to use those open source technologies, what are the 

alternatives and suggest those technologies?  

The objective is to avoid cost burden (onetime as well as recurring) and procurement related 

delay. However, if the bidder feels otherwise and/or feel appropriate, they should provide 

techno-commercial details in the technical proposal. GIZ, in consultation with PEDA will take 

the final decision.  

If bidder is certain about the need of a paid technology/software, exclusively for this 

assignment, they should keep this cost under re-imbursement part in the financial bid as well. 

  

 

 


